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The Million Dollar Divorce Rm Johnson
"A page-turning urban drama revolving around a family and the interconnected branches of its
extended world"-Have you ever been frustrated because you are in love with someone you can't have? Jayson
Abrahms wants nothing more than to settle down. Thankfully, in less than a week he will marry
Faith Sheppard, the love of his life. But there is one issue -- Jayson's best friend, Asha Mills.
Not only is she gorgeous, but Asha and Jayson also used to be lovers. Concerned about
Asha's intentions, Faith delivers an ultimatum, forcing Jayson to make the toughest decision of
his life: Either Asha goes, or Faith will. Jayson cannot bring himself to end the friendship.
When he lies to Faith and tells her Asha is out of the picture, he never expects Faith to learn
his secret, but when she does, she decides to get even. Jayson, still believing that things are
as they should be, plans to meet Faith at a hotel room for her surprise party. Instead, it is
Jayson who receives a horrible shock. He soon learns that not just Faith has been harboring
secrets; Asha turns out to be a very different woman from the one he fell in love with years
ago. Sexy and real, Love Frustration candidly confronts what happens when people have what
they don't want and love what they can't have.
With the unique blend of truth and humor that made her first novel, What Looks Like Crazy on
an Ordinary Day . . ., a huge bestseller, Pearl Cleage returns with an extraordinary novel that is
rich in character, steeped in sisterhood, and bursting with unexpected love . . . and maybe just
a little magic. Depending on the time of day, Regina Burns is a woman on the edge of a
nervous breakdown or an overdue breakthrough. One shattered heart and six months of rehab
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have left her wary and shell-shocked—especially with the prospect of taking a temporary
consulting job in Atlanta, a move that would allow Regina to rescue the family home that she
borrowed against when she was “a stomp down dope fiend.” Her stone-faced banker has
grudgingly agreed to give her sixty days to settle her debts or lose the house. Returning to
Atlanta is a big risk. Last time Regina was there, she lost track of who she was and what she
wanted. There’s a lot of emotional baggage with her new employer, Beth Davis. Can she
really forgive Beth for breaking up her wedding plans on New Year’s Eve because she just
didn’t think Regina was good enough to marry her son? Meanwhile, Regina’s visionary Aunt
Abbie has told her to be on the lookout for a handsome stranger with “the ocean in his eyes”
who has a bone to pick and a promise to keep. Then a blue-eyed brother appears on the
streets of Afro-Atlanta wearing a black cashmere overcoat, flashing a dazzling smile, and
lending a helping hand when Regina needs it most. But between falling for Blue Hamilton and
dealing with Beth, secrets will emerge that will threaten to send her life twisting in surprising
new directions. Like a conversation with a good friend, Some Things I Never Thought I’d Do
shares hope, love, and laugher. As always, it is Pearl Cleage’s unforgettable characters and
her gift for dialogue that will earn this provocative new novel a place in the hearts of her
growing family of readers.
Wealthy entrepreneur Nate Kenny sets out to destroy a rival he originally had hired to seduce
his wife, an endeavor with unforeseen deadly consequences.
The search for Mr. Right starts here. This simple set of dating dos and don'ts-combining The
Rules and The Rules II-will teach you how to find (and keep!) a man who treats you with the
respect and dignity you deserve. You are a creature unlike any other (Rule #1)-that's why you
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need... The Rules. Refreshingly blunt, astonishingly effective, and at times hilarious, All the
Rules will lead you to where you want to be: in a healthy, committed relationship. These
commonsense guidelines will help you: Lead a full, satisfying, busy life outside of romance.
Accept occasional defeat and move on. Bring out the best in you and in the men you date.
Whether you're eighteen or eighty, these time-tested techniques will help you find the man of
your dreams.
“A fascinating and frightening book” (Los Angeles Times)—the bestselling true story about a
house possessed by evil spirits, haunted by psychic phenomena almost too terrible to
describe. In December 1975, the Lutz family moved into their new home on suburban Long
Island. George and Kathleen Lutz knew that, one year earlier, Ronald DeFeo had murdered his
parents, brothers, and sisters in the house, but the property—complete with boathouse and
swimming pool—and the price had been too good to pass up. Twenty-eight days later, the entire
Lutz family fled in terror. This is the spellbinding, shocking true story that gripped the nation
about an American dream that turned into a nightmare beyond imagining—“this book will scare
the hell out of you” (Kansas City Star).
Almost five years after his critically acclaimed novel The Million Dollar Divorce, Essence
bestselling author RM Johnson returns with the sequel that fans have been waiting for...and in
The Million Dollar Deception, Nate Kenny, Lewis Waters, and Monica Kenny still have not
buried the hatchet. When readers last closed the book on Nate Kenny, his scheming had
backfired, and he not only lost a great fortune in a messy divorce but his wife ended up with
the very man he paid off to seduce her into infidelity. Now, four years later, it's time for
payback. Meanwhile, Monica Kenny has a decision to make -- stay with and marry Lewis
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Waters, the younger man she knows may not be right for her? Or leave him, venture out on her
own, and face the possibility of falling for another man who may leave her as her ex-husband
did, because she cannot bear children? Lewis Waters recognizes that he's in a much better
position than he ever was, now that he's with Monica. She takes care of him and his daughter
and provides them with financial stability; but Lewis fears she is also starting to notice the pair's
fundamental differences. In an attempt to repair the relationship, Lewis vows that he'll never
return to his former thuggish life -- he intensifies life in the bedroom and promises to finish
school and start a successful real estate business. But Nate is prepared to use all his cunning,
expertise, and money to destroy Lewis, and take Monica back. Unbeknownst to all three, there
will be life and death repercussions. A stirring saga of romance, loyalty, and friendship, The
Million Dollar Deception is an explosive escapade of betrayal, sex, and suspense that will
leave you breathless for the next, and final, installment.
The Dynamics of Persuasion has been a staple resource for teaching persuasion for nearly
two decades. Author Richard M. Perloff speaks to students in a style that is engaging and
informational, explaining key theories and research as well as providing timely and relevant
examples. The companion website includes materials for both students and instructors and
expanding the pedagogical utilities. The sixth edition includes: updated theoretical and applied
research in a variety of areas, including framing, inoculation, and self-affirmation; new studies
of health campaigns; expanded coverage of social media marketing; enhanced discussion of
the Elaboration Likelihood Model in light of continued research and new applications to
everyday persuasion. The fundamentals of the book – emphasis on theory, clear-cut
explanation of findings, in-depth discussion of persuasion processes and effects, and easy-toPage 4/18
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follow real-world applications – continue in the sixth edition.
Do you want to successfully self-publish in ebook, print or audiobook formats? There are
thousands of new books being published every day, but many self-published books quickly
sink to the bottom of the pile. Many authors are frustrated because there are so many options
for self-publishing, and they don't know which one to choose or what will be best for their book.
Others spend thousands of dollars to publish and end up broken-hearted with the result. But it
doesn't have to be this way. I've spent the last ten years self-publishing bestselling fiction and
non-fiction books and in 2011, I left my day job to become a full-time author-entrepreneur. I've
made lots of mistakes along the way, but through the process of self-publishing 27 books, I've
learned the most effective way to publish and market your books. In this book, I'll share
everything with you. The book includes: - What you need to know before you self-publish Why self-publishing an ebook is a good idea - How to format an ebook - Exclusivity and going
direct - How to self-publish an ebook - Why self-publish a print book - Print-on-demand will
change your life - What you need to know before you print - How to self-publish a print book What to do if you want help with the publishing process - How to self-publish an audiobook After self-publishing - How much does it cost to self-publish? - How do you get paid when you
self-publish? - Book marketing principles - How to market fiction - How to market non-fiction
Plus, links to more useful resources. If you're ready to successfully self-publish, then download
a sample or buy now.
RM Johnson's extraordinary debut is a stirring family portrait that resonates with emotion and
wit, as a father faces death--and the three sons he abandoned so many years before.
I Just Had Another Moment is a book of intimate Poems, Short Stories and Pictures from
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author/writer Peggy Foxx. This book is set in Peggy's sexiest places. Peggy writes these erotic
poems about love, hurt, pain, good feelings and disappointments. Peggy writes about orgasmic
adventures with the International flair. I just had another moment has it's humble points as well
as it's dominant sessions. Peggy takes you through tales of her next story taking you through
the height of a fantasy ride. Great experiences with Bondage, Dominance, Submission, Sex,
and lots of tease. This is a page turning adventure you won't regret.
Planning on returning to school to become a nurse, single mother Livvy decides to move to a
smaller apartment and emancipate her twin teenage daughters, the ambitious pre-med student
Hennessey and the thieving Alize. 30,000 first printing.
RM Johnson's extraordinary debut is a stirring family portrait that resonates with emotion and
wit, as a father faces death -- and the three sons he abandoned so many years before. "Mr.
Harris, I'm sorry, but you have cancer." Although devastated to learn he has just one year to
live, fifty-five-year-old Julius Harris has always known that the day would come when he would
pay for walking out on his wife and three children twenty years earlier. Now, with a sudden and
passionate determination to make his family whole again, Julius begins trying to find a way
back to his sons. Caleb, the youngest, struggling to support a son and make his way in a
relentless world, couldn't care less about his own absentee father. Middle son Marcus can't
abide even his father's memory, which gets in the way of his committing to the one woman who
has turned his life around. And Austin, Julius' eldest child, so adores what he remembers of his
father that he's following in his footsteps, abandoning his wife and children just as Julius had
done. Inspired by RM Johnson's own fragile family history, The Harris Men is his poignant
exploration of the increasing problem of absentee fathers -- and of the compromises made by
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the families they leave behind. As the Harris men grapple with their fears and their choices,
Johnson gets to the very heart of what it means to be a man.
Stan's wife Erica, told him she was pregnant by another man who wanted no part in raising the
baby. Contracts were signed transferring custody and all fatherly rights to Stan. But three years
later, he walks in his house to find his wife and her ex-lover in a compromising position. A
horrible accident has happened and Michael, the biological father, wants his child back. Erica
tells Stan she won't let the boy be taken, but Stan finds text messages between Erica and
Michael, finds proof they've been seeing each other, and wonders if Erica is planning on
leaving him and taking the little boy to reunite him with his natural father. Abandoned as a child
by his own father, and forced years ago to surrender custody of his daughter, Stan will do
whatever he must not to lose his son, including taking a life.
Reproduction of the original: The Iron Horse by R.M Ballantyne
Gabriel Smith is a black man in a dress, always in full makeup. Tortured by his zealous father,
Gabriel moves to Cleveland, Ohio, to start a new life. Soon, he learns that his presence incites
fear and hatred. Set against the backdrop of a city recovering from one of the worst race riots
in history, The Butterfly Lady wrestles with the consequences of being black, gay, and male.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change
our lives by changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of Habit, award-winning
business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries
that explain why habits exist and how they can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of
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information into engrossing narratives that take us from the boardrooms of Procter &
Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights movement,
Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of human nature and its potential. At its
core, The Power of Habit contains an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising
regularly, losing weight, being more productive, and achieving success is
understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we
can transform our businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by
the author “Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become
essential manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles
Duhigg not only explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on
to the good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of
Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity “You’ll never look at yourself,
your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling
author of Drive and A Whole New Mind “Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . .
a serious look at the science of habit formation and change.”—The New York Times
Book Review
In the final installment of his immensely popular Million Dollar trilogy, the #1 Essence
bestselling author delivers a juicy and shocking conclusion that his throngs of fans will
never forget. • The scandalous end: RM Johnson’s eagerly anticipated denouement
lures us back into the tragic, soap operatic love triangle that has riveted readers since
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The Million Dollar Divorce. The tension and suspense are ramped up to an all- new
high in an ending to the series that will not disappoint. • Fan favorite: The Million Dollar
series had Johnson’s fans raving and begging for more. The Million Dollar Divorce was
a terrific success and The Million Dollar Deception is exceed- ing expectations out of
the gate. As the track record clearly shows, this is a saga that readers have sunk their
teeth into. • The author at his best: Picking up where The Million Dollar Deception left
off, Johnson’s well-known cast of char- acters are at it again, engaging in a tableau of
backstabbing, duplicitous, vengeful behavior that only he could paint with such riveting
depth.
R.M. Johnson, #1 Essence bestselling author of The Million Dollar Divorce offers an
enlightening perspective to the question that has baffled millions of women for decades.
Johnson’s fiction writing has been described as "powerful and bold…from the heart,
thought-provoking, and life-changing" (Eric Jerome Dickey), and he expertly allows
female readers access to the male perspective. Now, in Why Men Fear Marriage, his
first foray into nonfiction, his insight illuminates a topic that has increased in intensity
and relevance in recent decades. Why Men Fear Marriage sheds important light on
several issues behind men’s inability to commit. Johnson explains why men cling to
their single status and offers tips for identifying whether or not a man is truly interested
in marriage. This helpful guide equips women with the tools to distinguish between
someone who is Mr. Right, as opposed to Mr. Right Now, and helps women to see
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situations the way that men often see them. Informative and engaging, Why Men Fear
Marriage is a bold and much-needed discussion of an issue that deeply touches
millions of people, regardless of race or gender.
The most beloved, thrilling, and bestselling series from RM Johnson, the Million Dollar
books, now in one collection—featuring Johnson’s well-known cast of characters
engaging in a tableau of backstabbing, duplicitous, vengeful behavior that only he could
paint with such riveting depth. Includes: Million Dollar Divorce, Million Dollar Deception,
and Million Dollar Demise
The "Essence" bestselling author of "Dating Games" and "The Harris Family" delivers a
provocative new novel about the lowdown schemes and broken dreams that follow a
fractured marriage.
The bestselling author of the acclaimed House of Cards and The Last Tycoons turns
his spotlight on to Goldman Sachs and the controversy behind its success. From the
outside, Goldman Sachs is a perfect company. The Goldman PR machine loudly
declares it to be smarter, more ethical, and more profitable than all of its competitors.
Behind closed doors, however, the firm constantly straddles the line between conflict of
interest and legitimate deal making, wields significant influence over all levels of
government, and upholds a culture of power struggles and toxic paranoia. And its
clever bet against the mortgage market in 2007—unknown to its clients—may have made
the financial ruin of the Great Recession worse. Money and Power reveals the internal
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schemes that have guided the bank from its founding through its remarkable windfall
during the 2008 financial crisis. Through extensive research and interviews with the
inside players, including current CEO Lloyd Blankfein, William Cohan constructs a
nuanced, timely portrait of Goldman Sachs, the company that was too big—and too
ruthless—to fail.
Statistical Rethinking: A Bayesian Course with Examples in R and Stan builds readers’
knowledge of and confidence in statistical modeling. Reflecting the need for even minor
programming in today’s model-based statistics, the book pushes readers to perform
step-by-step calculations that are usually automated. This unique computational
approach ensures that readers understand enough of the details to make reasonable
choices and interpretations in their own modeling work. The text presents generalized
linear multilevel models from a Bayesian perspective, relying on a simple logical
interpretation of Bayesian probability and maximum entropy. It covers from the basics
of regression to multilevel models. The author also discusses measurement error,
missing data, and Gaussian process models for spatial and network autocorrelation. By
using complete R code examples throughout, this book provides a practical foundation
for performing statistical inference. Designed for both PhD students and seasoned
professionals in the natural and social sciences, it prepares them for more advanced or
specialized statistical modeling. Web Resource The book is accompanied by an R
package (rethinking) that is available on the author’s website and GitHub. The two core
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functions (map and map2stan) of this package allow a variety of statistical models to be
constructed from standard model formulas.
The main players in the soap-opera-style love triangle from The Million Dollar
Deception and The Million Dollar Divorce continue their back-stabbing, duplicitous, and
greed-marked relationships toward an unexpected conclusion. By a best-selling author.
RM Johnson, the Essence bestselling author of Dating Games and The Harris Family, delivers
an absorbing and provocative new novel about the lowdown schemes and broken dreams that
follow a fractured marriage. Successful business entrepreneur Nate Kenny is thrilled to get
married to the beautiful and intelligent Monica, chiefly because it means he can at last fulfill his
lifelong dream of having a family. While he isn't happy about it, he agrees with Monica to wait
three years before trying for pregnancy. Once those three years are up, the couple discovers
that she is unable to bear children. Any love he once felt for Monica is gone, and Nate wants
out of the marriage. But he's worried about losing half of his sixty-million-dollar fortune in a
divorce settlement. Desperate for an out, he searches for a way to exploit the infidelity clause
in the couple's prenuptial agreement. Enter Lewis Waters. With his baby's mother addicted to
drugs, Lewis is already seriously down on his luck when he accidentally smashes his car into
Nate's Bentley. Without auto insurance or any way to pay for the repairs, Lewis is at the end of
his financial rope. But the scheming and conniving Nate sees another way for the attractive
young man to repay his debt: as sexual bait for Monica. And so Nate sets up Lewis with all of
the accessories he believes Lewis will need to earn Monica's love, or at the very least her lust:
a big house, a fancy car, expensive clothes, and a full bank account. But as is often the case
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when it comes to matters of the heart, things don't unfold according to plan. When Monica falls
hard for Lewis, Nate panics -- was protecting his fortune more important than trying to save his
marriage? As he finds himself overwhelmed by second thoughts, Nate is willing to do anything
to get Monica back. An inspired fusion of realism and romance, The Million Dollar Divorce is an
unpredictable caper of lust, betrayal, and family ties.
The Million Dollar DivorceA NovelSimon and Schuster
Julius Harris struggles to bring his family back together, but his three sons, all busy with their
own concerns and problems, continue to feel the repercussions of their father's abandonment
and their fatherless childhoods.
A merchant and his two sons leave Sicily on a voyage, but they are soon interrupted by a
pirate from Algiers. When he takes them captive, they must fight not only for their own survival
but also to forget the atrocities that they witness. An exciting historical tale of brutality, survival,
and humanity, this is perfect for fans of Robert Louis Stevenson’s ‘Treasure Island’. Robert
Michael Ballantyne (1825 - 1894) was a Scottish author. Born into a family of famous printers
and publishers, his expertise in juvenile fiction was undisputed, and he wrote over 100 hugely
successful books in this genre. The most notable of these include ‘The Coral Island’, ‘The
Eagle Cliff’, and ‘The Gorilla Hunters’. Famed for his tendency to fully immerse himself into
the environment of whichever story he was working on, his lively prose is unmissable for those
who enjoyed Matt Haig’s ‘The Midnight Library’.
Humanoid perspectives will take you through the mind-boggling Holo.World of avatars, black
hats, white hats, gaming, and futuristic life in a post-apocalyptic universe. Steve Cylander, a
gray rogue working to save Outsiders and the Three Worlds. F8th, just back from retirement,
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learning that disconnecting for too long has its consequences. Their journeys begin in virtual
reality, while well-known Hauk has joined the suspicious Society. What is good or bad blurs as
stories intertwine, creating a spiraling adventure, twisting reality and holostereoscopic
Chambers. And, a virtual war is brewing... Who is friend and who is foe?
The Nature of Risk is a short, beautifully illustrated and easy-to-understand book written to
help readers face one of modern life's most important and difficult tasks—confronting risk. Free
of complicated theories or formulas, The Nature of Risk relies instead on a simple story
featuring a cast of familiar, forest-dwelling animals, each of which embodies a different
approach to risk management. At least one of these approaches will seem familiar to every
reader—whether they knew they had an approach to risk management or not. Then, as the
story unfolds, the strengths and weaknesses of each approach will be revealed through a
series of "natural" tests. Finally, at the conclusion of the story, readers will come to a short
review section designed to help them frame their first attempts at managing risk—with or without
professional help.
Eddie Ball believes he can solve his family's financial woes by sinking a million-dollar half-time
basket at the NBA finals, but someone wants him to miss and will stop at nothing to keep
Eddie from winning.
Paper Moon is round, old and ... sleepy. Against a prismatic palette of intriguing textures,
Paper Moon slips away to dream his own dreams. Children and adults alike will enjoy the
soothing visuals and musical verse of this charming bedtime story.

There is a certain malady of the mind induced by too much of one thing. Just as the
body fed too long upon meat becomes a prey to that horrid disease called scurvy, so
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the mind fed too long upon monotony succumbs to the insidious mental ailment which
the West calls cabin fever. True it parades under different names, according to
circumstances and caste. You may be afflicted in a palace and call it ennui, and it may
drive you to commit peccadilloes and indiscretions of various sorts. You may be
attacked in a middle-class apartment house, and call it various names, and it may drive
you to cafe life and affinities and alimony.
Many of the world's most successful businesses are family owned. With this comes the
threat of family bust-ups, sibling rivalry and petty jealousies. Family Wars takes you
behind the scenes on a rollercoaster ride through the ups and downs of some of the
biggest family-run companies in the world, showing how family in-fighting has
threatened to bring about their downfall. Whether it's the Redstone's courtroom battles
or the feud over Henry Ford's reluctance to let go of the reigns, the book reveals the
origins, the extent and the final resolution of some of the most famous family feuds in
recent history. Names you'll recognise include: the Gallo Family; the Guinness story;
the Pathak family; and the Gucci family. An astonishing exposé of the way families do
business and how arguments can threaten to blow a business apart, Family Wars also
offers valuable advice on how such problems can be contained and solved.
Follows the experiences of a gay social climber and his career-criminal brother, who
reunite thirty years after being separated as children.
Pete and Wayne find their life-long friendship tested by a shared attraction to Carla,
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who ends her engagement to an unfaithful Wayne but continues their affair in spite of
her subsequent marriage to Pete.
With the same passion and insight he brought to The Harris Men, RM Johnson offers a
gripping look at a pressing social issue -- and a rare window into the contemporary
male psyche. Father Found As founder of an organization that tracks down deadbeat
dads and holds them accountable to the children they abandoned, Zale Rowen is no
ordinary nine-to-fiver. Fiercely devoted to Father Found and its mission, he is all but
obsessed. And though Zale's heart is in the right place, his life begins to spiral out of
control as he is pulled further into Chicago's underbelly in his pursuit of homeless youth
and delinquent dads. Soon he is ruining his most valued relationships, jeopardizing his
life, and undermining the very organization for which he has sacrificed everything.
Forced to take a step back and examine his behavior, Zale is finally beginning to face
the dark, long-repressed secrets motivating him when he is blindsided by a shocking
revelation that challenges everything he holds true. As in his acclaimed debut, RM
Johnson weaves a deeply engaging novel of family and self-sacrifice. Unflinching yet
compassionate, Father Found is a testament to the power of forgiveness, and a striking
commentary on our times.
A poignant and satisfying story of hope, Kimberla Lawson Roby's One in a Million
beautifully shows us the difference between what we think we want and what we
actually need to be truly happy. Kennedi Mason thinks she's the luckiest woman on
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earth. She loves her job, she has a wonderful best friend, and she's been married for
ten years to her soul mate. There's nothing she can think of that could make her life any
better. Then one fateful day Kennedi receives a piece of news that will turn her world
upside down. She's excited about it, and she knows that her husband, Blake, will be
over the moon. He has always dreamed of this one thing happening, and she can't wait
until he comes home so she can tell him. But when she sees Blake that evening, he
has a special announcement of his own. It shocks Kennedi into silence and wipes the
admission she was planning to make right out of her mind. In an instant, her life and her
marriage have changed, but not at all in the way that she had expected.
Ethnicity, economics, and warfare! These were the factors that shaped the southern
backcountry during the eighteenth century. Alexander McGillivray was by far one of the
most influential Native American leaders from the Revolutionary and Federalist era. He
became a central figure in the territorial struggles for commerce, sovereignty, and
identity in what is now the southeastern region of the United States. In order to defend
the borders of the Creek Confederacy McGillivray used an amazing mixture of political
shrewdness, economic monopolization, and diplomatic finesse. During his relatively
brief life of forty-three years he was commissioned as a British officer, a Spanish
colonel, and an American brigadier general. However, throughout all of these seemingly
conflicting positions he maintained an unyielding support for the Creek Indians and their
right to exist as a people.
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Reproduction of the original: The Lonely Island by R.M Ballantyne
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